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ABSTRACT
We present a demonstration of a multi-agent prototype for
distributed planning and coordination in dynamic non-deterministic multi-actor mixed-initiative environments. The system provides flexible planning, replanning, and task allocation. The key technologies utilized in the system are (i)
I-X hierarchical planner with (ii) agent-based architecture
and (iii) commitment-based plan representation. The implementation of the system was verified and evaluated in
simulated environment. The experimental validation confirms the performance, stability, and robustness of the system in complex scenarios. In this demonstration we present
the compilation of the most representative scenarios.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
[DEMO]: ACADEMIC SOFTWARE
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The presented prototype is based on the concept of a
multi-layer planning architecture. The planning process for
the overall plan is distributed among an arbitrary number
of autonomous agents. The planning hierarchy of the entities is not predefined, and it emerges during planning. Each
agent knows only its own planning domain, which describes
the agent’s capabilities in the terms of the environment domain. These private personal domains are described in the
form of Hierarchical Task Networks. The planning process is
initiated by externally tasked agent(s). The tasks are typically added by a human operator using the system’s humanmachine-interface (HMI). An I-X Process Panel, which is
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part of the I-X architecture, is used as the HMI. The agent
tries to fulfill the task goals and may need to incorporate
the sub-plans of other agents, in the case it is not able to
fulfill the task on its own. Such agents recursively run the
same planning process until the whole plan is formed and
ready for execution. In the phase of incorporating sub-plans,
the agents need to mark parts of the plans where the other
agents continue plan execution. For that purpose, the designed concept of plan interconnection by synchronizationpoints can be used.
From the perspective of one agent, the planning process
can be divided into three layers, which form the multi-layer
planning architecture. In the strategic layer (the topmost
layer), the I-X HTN Planner (which originated in the O-Plan
planner) [3] is used, creating an abstract plan for the longterm time horizon. The plan instantiating process uses distributed resource allocation based on the multi-agent contractnet-protocol [2]. With the help of this protocol, the appropriate subordinate agents are found. The tactical layer (the
middle layer) optimizes the plan using the early-as-possible
scheduling heuristic. The effect is directly proportional to
the amount of the non-determinism in the world. The operational layer (the bottommost layer) plans potential refinements of the tactical actions. One of these actions is
the agent’s movement, where the path is planned using the
A* algorithm. The other responsibility of the operational
layer is the execution of all low-level actions in the scenario
simulator.
All plans are described in the form of social commitments
(substituting plan actions). The commitment is a knowledgebase structure describing the agent’s obligation to change
the world-state and a set of rules for what the agent should
do if the obligation is not satisfiable. The proposed structure
is an extension of a widely used formalization of commitment
[6]. The proposed commitment recursiveness [1] enables
more expressive description of the decommitment rules and
thus the replanning process. The introduction of causal commitment inter-referencing enables real-time replanning. The
mutual bindings of commitments form a commitment graph.
The graph can be used for the process successively solving
exceptional states (replanning). The replanning process by
means of social commitments can be described as successive

decommitting [1]. For decommitment purposes, three basic
decommitment rules were used: full decommitment, delegation, and relaxation [5]. The most suitable decommitment
rule set and ordering for non-deterministic domains was according to [4] used, taking delegation, relaxation, and full
decommitment in that order.

2.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED

This section presents the problems have to be solved to
fulfill the requirement for planning system able to plan in
dynamic non-deterministic environments. The overview of
the problems follows:
• Distributed planning – Planning in such an environment is realizable only as a distributed process. This
affirmation is supported by several facts: the objects
of planning are naturally distributed in the world, the
robustness of the planning process is a key issue, and
finally, each entity have to hold its own private knowledge of its capabilities in form of a planning domain.
• Distributed resource allocation – Integral part of
the planning process is resource allocation both of the
acting entities in the world and of the static resources.
The allocation process must be appropriately integrated
with the planning system and similarly, the planning
process has to be robust with respect to the mentioned
constraints in the environment.
• Distributed plan execution and synchronization
– The distributed plan consisting of several personal
plans has to be executed by the entities. The plan
has to be robust enough to be able to minimize its
volatility and do not need to be completely replanned
in a case of any non-determined effect.
The next section describes one of the verification scenarios. The scenario is designed to show all of the key aspects
of the prototype in synoptical scale.

3.

SCENARIO

The demonstration1 shows realistic disaster relief scenario.
In the South part of an island, a natural catastrophe generates unpredictably injured victims in three highlighted
towns. The scenario is extended such that a commander
agent has an I-P2 (I-X Control Panel) to allow for mixedinitiative planning and the state subscription interfaces and
protocols are used to allow state monitoring for the commander through a selective subscription mechanism. The
human operator adds the high-level tasks into its to-do list.
Successively, the state of each task can be changed. Commander agent broadcasts tasks to heal injuries in the South
towns. There are medical doctor unit agents waiting in a
town in the North of the island. The medics negotiates their
transports to appropriate towns. Possibly the agents representing helicopters are used (and supported by truck agents
for transporting to and from the airports). The heal-injuries
action (of the medics) can by performed only if there is a
medical supplies in the town (shown with a number bar over
the town icon). So, the medics requests the delivery of medical supplies too and the trucks transport it into the towns
with injured people. Then, the medics can heal injuries.
1
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As the only source of the medical supplies is in the civil
hospital in the North part of the island (blue H icon). Later
on, the commander decides to build a mobile (field) hospital at the designated beacons (rainbow-colored icons). The
commander broadcasts the tasks to build mobile hospitals
and the builders respond. The builders negotiate the transports (using the trucks) and the construction material (the
hospitals cannot be build without the material in place –
number bar over the beacon icon). The first hospital is built
in the South-East part of the island (green H icon) and two
more come after (South, South-West). Thereafter, the medical supplies are transported from the mobile hospitals, which
optimizes caring for injured.
The processes of the healing and building of the mobile
hospitals are simultaneous and share the transport units.
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